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November,
 2016  

Where as the People of NJ want our government to return to a lawful state and  halt  attacks on our
culture, sovereign and Constitutional rights, denied by hateful intolerant progressives infiltrated
through diversity hiring within our American institutions. We do not tacitly comply with current
progressive and Un-American policies/agenda. Using mind control media tactics to create hostile
factions of the electorate using mob rule to attack American values.
 
The rise of hatred against American values, traditions and beliefs is at an all time high due to  apathy, lack
of courage, and years of policies designed to destroy our culture and rebuild it in the eyes of narcissistic
equity minded haters. Because of political correctness and a lack of a pro-American policies, we now are
losing our culture in all areas of life. We have witnessed wave after wave of progressive policies but were
not allowed to put forth a conservative opposition. Many progressive hate machines falsely portraying
themselves as civil rights groups but their agenda of social engineering our culture without the People’s
consent has taken it’s toll. These radical  progressive hate groups may have ties to activist judges that use
communist political views over common law or U.S. Constitutional doctrine and these progressives must
investigated as they think the judicial branch is more powerful then the other three branches.1  Some states
are going after Christian and conservative groups for their biblical beliefs and totally ignoring the 1st

Amendment (as well as others). 2 The equal powers of our three branches of government should not allow
one branch (activist judges) to control the others despite previous rulings and usurping over the years, we
now see  corruption in our courts.  In particular, the  First and Second amendments have been selectively
attacked when used by traditional Americans yet offered to foreign nationals, i.e. illegals cannot be
questioned or asked about their status so therefore are favored unconstitutionally over Americans. This also
changes our demographics without the consent of  the People, but by progressive hateful fascist.  3 These
progressive policies  are putting our safety and economic future in jeopardy and using violent
demonstrations  to oppress others. 4 Is no one going to launch criminal investigations of these Un-
American globalist agitators, using “mob rule” (corrupt politics or Factions) to attack Christians, males or
conservatives of all races and genders? 5   A consorted planned attack on our heritage and culture to
remove Judeo-Christian ideals ( the kicking out the  YMCA, Red Cross, Prison Ministries
government/private partnerships) but embracing hateful  groups that are  anti American/Christian  like 

1http://www.dailykos.com/story/2011/8/30/1011962/- 

2http://politicalhat.com/2013/08/27/progressives-thy-name-is-intolerance/ and
http://dailysignal.com/2016/02/18/the-rise-of-intolerant-liberals/ and
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/12/07/gay-connecticut-official-launches-investigation-into-
pro-family-group-that-ran-target-boycott/

3http://www.newsmax.com/Reagan/gangs-illegals-ms-13/2016/09/27/id/750417/ and
http://hotair.com/archives/2014/06/16/young-illegals-tell-border-patrol-were-coming-because-we-heard-ab
out-a-new-u-s-law-that-lets-minors-stay/

4https://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/08/opinion/sunday/a-confession-of-liberal-intolerance.html?_r=0

5  http://www.constitution.org/fed/federa10.htm 

http://www.dailykos.com/story/2011/8/30/1011962/-
http://www.constitution.org/fed/federa10.htm


CAIR, ACLU, LaRaza University of American Women and the Southern Law Poverty Center ?  Even the
AFA in Connecticut was told to abandon it’s Christian values just recently yet no civil rights violation
investigation was launched? 6 Why is it in the 1960's we knew all about the progressive agenda and anti
American communism but today so many Americans are ignorant as to what is going on? 7  There is
nothing wrong with bringing back and “anti or un American committee because we now know these are
needed to preserve our culture.

 “Factions” warned to us by the founding fathers, why is this important? Because the socialist Democrats
use factions to corrupt politics and create class warfare, hate and creating a polluted corrupt larger voter
block of ignorant useful idiots. This war on traditional Americans cannot have happened without many
years using select activist judges  forcing us to comply.

Despite the outcome of the elections the intolerant left is imposing their will as they have done for decades
and are stepping up their practice of mob rule and oppression using  secret meetings in (NYC, DC) with
George Soros, Media Matters and other anti American machines. 8.  We the people need help in
responding to this. Isn’t anyone investigation the intolerant view of our college professors, all of whom are
progressives and discriminating against our conservative young people? Is not one going to investigate the
media all of whom are progressives and put forth news through their biased lenses? 

 Where as we the People do not tacitly comply by voting for representatives that go rogue. We present the
following grievances to help reverse the cultural and political damages done to us:

List of  Grievances 

• Investigate the progressive organizations for their discriminatory agenda that never supports
Christian, Caucasians or all people who are conservatives and has used their organizations
partnered with media and activist judges to oppress traditional conservative Americans. 

• Congress is to restart a committee that investigates Un-American and Anti-American activities
because we now see the progressive elitists are not fiduciary or constitutional in their actions and
have a socialistic multi-cultural agenda that harms traditional Americans.  Support citizens
authorized through their sheriff’s Office (not department) to investigate illegals who don’t have
more Constitutional rights than American Citizens! Using independent grand juries to investigate
corruption in the courts. We are concerned that the political courts will somehow grant rights to
illegals and those millions entering our country and this creates an electorate faction that opposes
our founding fathers view.

• Create an oversight committee to curtail bias news and it’s negative affects or civil rights
violations on conservatives. There needs to be ethics and honesty in the media and creating a
public database debunking news organizations exhibiting bias so the American people rate these
news agencies on a bias rating.

• Investigate court outcomes that force ELL and non-English speaking rights on us. The Lau vs
Nichols 1974 California case unfairly gave preference to ELL students that couldn’t learn English
and this created an open door to not speaking English as well as more rights to foreigners that our

6http://www.afa.net/action-alerts/bureaucratic-homosexual-attacks-afa/ 

7http://www.rense.com/general32/americ.htm 

8http://forward.com/news/national/354380/george-soros-meets-with-liberals-to-plot-battle-against-donald-tr
ump/ and   http://www.politico.com/story/2016/11/democrats-soros-trump-231313

http://www.rense.com/general32/americ.htm


ancestors didn’t have.  


